Extracorporeal life support (ECLS) has been used as salvage therapy for adults with acute respiratory failure since 1972. 1 Previous randomized controlled trials failed to show a survival advantage when ECLS was used in refractory adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). 2, 3 A multicenter trial, which focused on more reversible cases of acute respiratory failure, has recently been completed and the investigators reported a survival benefit for ECLS compared with conventional ventilation. 4 Status asthmaticus, a potentially reversible process, represents the type of disease that may benefit from ECLS.
Asthma exacerbations frequently lead to urgent care visits and hospitalizations and are associated with significant morbidity and mortality in the most severe cases. [5] [6] [7] Although several case reports 8 -14 and one case series 15 exist describing the successful use of ECLS for near-fatal adult status asthmaticus, it is unknown how often ECLS is actually used for life-threatening status asthmaticus, and an assessment of the outcomes of these patients has not been performed to date.
Using the international Extracorporeal Life Support Organization (ELSO) Registry, 16 we aimed to describe the outcomes for ECLS use in adult respiratory failure because of status asthmaticus and to determine whether ECLS use in status asthmaticus is associated with greater survival than other indications for ECLS. We hypothesized that utilization of ECLS in adult respiratory failure because of status asthmaticus is associated with greater survival than for other ECLS indications. Some of the data in this article was previously reported in abstract form. 14, 17 
Materials and Methods

Study Population
This retrospective cohort study, using the ELSO registry, described outcomes in adult acute respiratory failure ECLS cases and compared mortality by etiology for respiratory failure. The ELSO registry is a voluntary database that has reported capturing the vast majority of ECLS cases in the United States and internationally. 18 All adult (Ն18 years) acute respiratory failure cases between January 1986 (the inception of the registry) and September 2006 were included in this analysis. All ELSO registry cases are anonymously coded.
The primary outcome was survival to hospital discharge for respiratory ECLS cases. The primary exposure was the primary indication for ECLS; asthmatic vs. nonasthmatic respiratory ECLS cases based on primary etiologic diagnosis ascribed to each patient according to the International Classification of Diseases. Given our primary hypothesis, secondary diagnoses were not used to categorize cases as asthmatic or nonasthmatic (i.e., an asthmatic who received ECLS for severe pneumonia was classified as pneumonia); as such, secondary diagnoses were not made available for this analysis. The nonasthmatic cases were grouped by primary diagnosis when there existed Ն20 discrete cases for a given respiratory failure etiology; otherwise, they were classified as "other."
Potential covariates included all data reported voluntarily to ELSO from participating centers: baseline patient demographics; pre-ECLS physiologic and clinical data; and mode of per-fusion (categorized as venovenous, venoarterial, and other). Complications (mechanical and patient) while receiving ECLS were recorded and made available for the asthmatic patients. Pre-ECLS disease-specific interventions were not recorded in the registry.
We performed a sensitivity analysis wherein we limited our analysis to the most recent 10 years of the ELSO registry (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) as advances in technology and management have occurred over the duration of the ELSO registry that could impact the results of our analyses and because covariates were limited in cases reported to the registry before 1997.
Statistics
Descriptive data were summarized as means with standard deviations or percentages. The Student's t-test was used to compare continuous variables, or, if non-normally distributed, rank sum tests were used, and the 2 statistic was used to compare categorical variables. Multivariable logistic regression was used to adjust for potential confounding. On the basis of the previous studies of factors associated with ECLS mortality, and biologic plausibility, we considered age, gender, race, length of mechanical ventilation pre-ECLS, acidosis (pH), and PaO 2 /FiO 2 ratio pre-ECLS, presence of cardiac arrest pre-ECLS, and mode of perfusion as potential confounders. 7,18 -23 Given the small number of mortality events in the asthmatic group, adjustment for potential confounding was performed one covariate at a time. 24 Survival to hospital discharge was reported as an odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI), comparing the etiology of interest (asthmatics) to the remainder of the ECLS respiratory failure cohort. A p value Յ0.05 was used to signify statistical significance. Statistical analyses were performed using Stata 9.0 software (Stata Datacorp, College Station, TX).
Results
A total of 2,127 adult ECLS cases were reported to the ELSO registry between January 1986 and September 2006. Of these, 1,257 were adult respiratory failure ECLS cases. Survival to hospital discharge was 51.4% for the entire adult respiratory failure ECLS cohort.
Of these 1,257 cases, asthma was the primary indication in 24 patients and nonasthmatic cases accounted for the remaining 1,233 cases. None of the 24 asthmatic cases in the ELSO registry corresponded to the previously noted case reports. The most common etiologies of respiratory failure, and their respective survival to hospital discharge, are presented in Table 1 . The 316 patients who did not have one of these etiologies were classified as "other."
Asthmatics, compared with nonasthmatics, were younger, received less mechanical ventilation pre-ECLS, maintained on ECLS for a shorter duration, more acidotic, and less hypoxic with higher PaO 2 /FiO 2 ratios ( Table 2) . Venovenous ECLS was used more frequently in the asthmatic group, whereas venoarterial ECLS was used more frequently in nonasthmatics ( Table 3) . Details for the 24 asthmatics are provided in Table 4 . Complications were noted in 19 of 24 asthmatic patients ( Table 5) . Each of the patients who did not experience a complication survived. Of the 24 asthmatics, 10 patients were reported to the registry before 1997 and 14 were reported between 1997 and 2006.
A total of 20 (83.3%, 95% CI 62.6%-95.3%) of 24 asthmatics survived to hospital discharge, compared with 626 (50.8%, 95% CI 47.9%-53.6%) of 1,233 nonasthmatic patients (OR favoring survival for asthmatics vs. nonasthmatics ϭ 4.86, 95% CI 1.65-14.31, p ϭ 0.004). Given the small number of mortal events in the asthmatic group, we present multivariable models adjusting one covariate at a time in Table 6 . The relationship of asthma with improved survival remained significant after adjustment for each potentially confounding variable. We conducted sensitivity analyses limited to the most recent 10 years of the ELSO registry, where there were 924 adult respiratory failure ECLS cases, and observed the same significant relationship between asthma and survival after adjustment for potential confounding. A total of 13 of 14 (92.8%) asthmatics survived to hospital discharge, compared with 506 of 998 (51.0%) nonasthmatic patients (age-adjusted OR favoring survival for asthmatics vs. nonasthmatics ϭ 11.2, 95% CI 1.4 -86.8, p ϭ 0.02).
Discussion
A recent trial reported that ECLS improved survival compared with conventional management strategies in patients with potentially reversible acute respiratory failure. 4 The reversible nature of status asthmaticus could maximize the potential benefits of ECLS, but important questions regarding the safety and outcomes of ECLS use for status asthmaticus remain unanswered. To inform this debate, we identified and described the outcomes of 24 patients who received ECLS for refractory status asthmaticus using the multicenter ELSO registry. We found that status asthmaticus seems to be associated with greater survival than other indications for ECLS, even after adjusting for known factors associated with ECLS mortality. However, important questions remain that preclude recommending the use of ECLS as the preferred salvage treatment option for these patients at this time.
First, whether ECLS confers a survival advantage in refractory status asthmaticus, compared with other treatment options, remains unknown. Despite limited power to detect a significant difference, we found that the survival outcomes for status asthmaticus seem favorable when compared with other indications for ECLS use. Over the most recent decade, we found that 93% of patients receiving ECLS for status asthmaticus survived and these favorable outcomes persisted after adjusting for potential confounders. However, we cannot predict how these patients would have fared had they not received ECLS. Although it is estimated that 7%-8% of mechanically ventilated asthmatics will not survive their hospitalization, 7 ,8 a precise estimate of mortality for the most severe cases is not known. To answer this question adequately will require more precise estimates of mortality for near-fatal asthma cases in general and for cases in which ECLS is used.
Second, although specific criteria exist for initiating ECLS in some etiologies of respiratory failure such as adult respiratory distress syndrome, 25 criteria do not exist for the initiation of ECLS for refractory status asthmaticus. Furthermore, clinicians are unable to predict when bronchospasm will subside in severe asthma. 7 From this perspective, it would be reasonable to ask whether ECLS was unnecessary in some asthmatics, which could have resulted in a differential survival bias. In those patients in whom data were reported, it seemed that the asthmatics were experiencing severe hypercapnic acidosis that their physicians viewed as worsening at a point in time when most patients with status asthmaticus are being liberated from ventilatory assistance. 26, 27 Therefore, at least some of the asthmatics seem to be at the extreme of the disease severity spectrum, which would serve to mitigate the potential survival bias favoring status asthmaticus. However, if that were entirely the case, we would expect that the peak inspiratory pressures in the asthmatics would be significantly more elevated than were reported to reflect the dynamic hyperinflation that would be present. If we assume dynamic hyperinflation had developed to a degree that impending cardiovascular collapse was possible, we then need to ask whether clinicians adhered to standard and advanced pharmacologic and mechanical ventilation strategies which prove successful in most status asthmaticus cases before instituting ECLS. 28 Unfortunately, the details of care provided to patients before instituting ECLS are not available within the ELSO registry. These concerns illustrate the need for thorough reporting to the ELSO and underscore the potential of the ELSO registry to serve as a mechanism to better understand rare use of ECLS such as its use for status asthmaticus.
An informed decision of whether to consider initiating ECLS in refractory status asthmaticus also requires a better understanding of the morbidity associated with its use. In the current study, we found that complications of ECLS seem to be common. Mechanical and bleeding complications were the most commonly observed complications, but serious cardiovascular (e.g., cardiac arrest) and neurologic (e.g., brain death) complications were also observed. The number of complications for the asthmatic group seemed to be comparable with previously published data for adult ECLS. 18, 25 These findings suggest that asthmatics experienced complications in similar proportions to the broader ECLS patient population despite a shorter duration of ECLS use. Whether, and to what degree, the observed outcomes were attributable to the reported complications is unknown, and further investigation into this association is required.
As hypothesized, our findings suggest that ECLS use for status asthmaticus is associated with favorable survival relative to other ECLS indications. However, the ELSO registry is voluntary; as such, there exists potential for information bias. Although centers are encouraged to report all ECLS cases, irrespective of outcome, and the number of cases not reported is presumed to be low, 18 it is possible that a reporting bias exists that could undermine our mortality estimates and our comparison between asthmatic and nonasthmatic ECLS cases. Unfortunately, a randomized controlled trial to assess the efficacy of ECLS in refractory status asthmaticus seems to be an unrealistic goal given the apparent rare use of ECLS for this disease. For these reasons, it is imperative that clinicians report all ECLS cases, including interventions received and indication for initiation, and outcomes to the ELSO registry to further our understanding of this potentially life-saving intervention. A second potential limitation is uncontrolled confounding as several covariates were not measured (severity of illness) or were not available (site of ECLS use). Furthermore, we were unable to assess what role, if any, cardiovascular instability played in the decision to initiate ECLS and the outcomes observed. Although the rare use of venoarterial ECLS in asthmatics, compared with its more frequent use in nonasthmatics, suggests that hemodynamic stability differed across groups, the effect of asthma on mortality persisted after adjusting for mode of ECLS. Nevertheless, hemodynamic stability could explain a portion of the apparent survival advantage of status asthmaticus (and viral pneumonia) and survival disadvantage of pulmonary hypertension and future studies should explore this potential association. In addition, we acknowledge that nonasthmatics were likely more ill by conventional measurements (i.e., APACHE, SOFA) and this uncontrolled confounding could explain some of the observed outcome differences. However, this is why we hypothesized that a disease process such as status asthmaticus, which may be limited to a single organ, would maximize the benefit of ECLS by being acute and severe, yet reversible.
In conclusion, our study revealed that ECLS is being used, albeit rarely, in refractory status asthmaticus. Status asthmaticus, as an indication for ECLS use in adult respiratory failure, seemed to be associated with greater survival than other indications for ECLS. Despite the potential benefits of ECLS, complications seemed to be common and whether ECLS confers a survival advantage compared with other salvage treatment options remains unknown. Further investigations are required to determine whether and when the potentially life-saving intervention of ECLS should be initiated in the asthmatic failing conventional therapy. 
